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DFS-MF-1WS-0003 SERVICE WATER P&ID

ANY MODIFICATION OR ADDITION TO THIS DRAWING BY AN ORGANIZATION OTHER THAN SARGENT & LUNDY, IS NOT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF SARGENT & LUNDY.

PDC NUMBER
DESIGN PRESSURE (psig)
DESIGN TEMP. (DEG. F)
MAX OPER. PRESSURE (psig)
MAX OPER. TEMP. (DEG. F)
PIPE CLASS
PDT
INSULATION TYPE

WS-1

150
100
140
97
D
DFS 0099
N

WS-2

1WS-V6003
1WS-V6005
1WS-V6004
1WS-V6002
1WS-V6001
1WS-V6011
1WS-V6006
1WS-V6000

NOTE 1
SEE P&ID DFS-MF-1WS-0003
EXISTING 6" LINE (1WS030A).

CENTER A
SMALL TEST

CENTER B
SMALL TEST

CENTER C
SMALL TEST

CENTER D
SMALL TEST

CENTER E
SMALL TEST

NOTE 4
BELOW GRADE

1. USE WOODFORD YARD HYDRANT MODEL U200W
2. PROCUREMENT OF INSTRUMENTS BY GWC.
3. HYDRANT TO BE PAINTED BLACK.
4. HEAT TRACING TO EXTEND 66" HYDRANT NOT FOR FIRE PROTECTION.

NOTE 1
INSTALLED BY OTHERS.
INSTALLATION OF INSTRUMENTS AND DASHED LINES.
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